The Alpine Stars (7 days)

Day 1
Munich
Arrival to Munich. Dinner and
overnight in hotel.
Day 2
Munich
After breakfast in the hotel guided
tour of Munich, the beautiful capital of
Bavaria. Afternoon free for lunch and
individual activities in the city that
offers a lot of history, culture,
shopping and gastronomy. Dinner in a
typical
Bavarian
restaurant.
Accommodation in the hotel.
Day 3
Munich ‒ Salzburg
After breakfast departure for Salzburg,
the magical home town of Mozart.
Walking tour around the romantic old
town of Salzburg. You’ll be passing
Mozart’s childhood home, the
charming
shopping
street
of
Getreidegasse und Mirabell Castle
with its gorgeous gardens. Afternoon
free for lunch and individual activities.
Dinner and overnight in hotel.
Day 4
Salzburg ‒ Hallstatt ‒ Salzburg
After breakfast departure for an
excursion to the gorgeous, idyllic town

of Hallstatt (UNESCO) standing
between lake and mountains. A
panoramic boat cruise on the lake with
great views to the town and
surrounding mountains. Free time for
lunch, do some shopping and
individually explore the old town. In
the afternoon departure back to
Salzburg direction. Rest of the
afternoon free for individual activities.
Dinner in a typical restaurant,
overnight in hotel.
Day 5
Salzburg ‒ Innsbruck
After breakfast departure for
Innsbruck, the beautiful alpine town
situated in a valley between
mountains. Guided tour of the city and
free time for lunch. Afternoon
reserved for individual sightseeing.
Roam the medieval lanes and admire
the Habsburg palaces, visit one of the
world-class museums of the town or
climb up the Hafelekarspitzemountain on board a funicular railway
and enjoy the great views. Dinner and
overnight in hotel.
Day 6
Innsbruck ‒ Füssen ‒ Garmisch
Partenkirchen

After breakfast departure towards the
town of Füssen and the famous Castle
of Neuschwanstein. Visiting of this
fairytale-like castle with audio guide
and free time for lunch. In the
afternoon continue to GarmischPartenkirchen, the picture pretty
mountain resort own. There is a
possibility to include the visit of
“Zugspitze”. The rest of the afternoon
is free to stroll around the town and
enjoy the beautiful surroundings.
Dinner and overnight in hotel.
Day 7
Garmisch Partenkirchen ‒ Munich
After breakfast at the hotel departure
towards Munich and home journey.

Tailormade programs possible on
request
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